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From the

Founder’s
desk...

While studying about and experiencing the ever evolving
field of social work, it became evident that a lot of people
are engaged in working for the upliftment of marginalised
sections of society; however they are not able to sustain
themselves and achieve their goals on a long term basis.
The root causes are varied like low visibility, inability to
promote product and services, inefficient systems and
processes and many more. All this leads to organisations
facing a range of problems like, lack of knowledge
management, inability to replicate, inability to expand, scale
up and difficulties in raising funds.
Non-profit organisations function independently, create their
own ideologies and models of intervention, which more
often prove effective and help in creating awareness and
attending to the needs of people, at the grassroot level. They
possess strong community reach and adopt a participatory
approach with the chosen target group is direct, emphatic
and based on human rights.

From the

Founder’s

However these organizations need help in terms of
professional management skills which will ensure the
organisation operate efficiently and utilise their capabilities
to the optimum level.

Renovate India as an organization has developed a unique
model of working with community based organizations by
desk... providing hand-holding support to promote efficiency and
sustainability. The services enlisted in the model include
providing support in terms of annual report writing, financial management, human resource management,
setting up of information system and marketing and promotion. Although, the concept of delivering
consultancy services is not a new one, what sets RI apart from the others is, the on-site assistance and
subsidized costs which increases affordability for organizations that maybe surviving on tight budgets.
We are still in the stage of inception and as an organization are slowly but surely holding ground and creating
a place for our model of service in the community. This year has been resourceful and provided rich learning
and development of knowledge and skills.

Warm regards,
Alok Kadam
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Globally the concept of charity has evolved over decades to
currently focus on a rights based approach to bring about
Human Development. Organizations working in the social
sector share varied ideologies, all of which emphasise on
improving the quality of life of people by improving
availability, accessibility, and affordability to services
introduced by governments. Most countries that rank the
highest on the UN Human Development Index show that
well-being and quality of life is a direct consequence of
Government policies and legislations being well planned
and executed across all sections of society.

1 NGO
392
People

Introduction

It is assumed that greater the number of organizations working towards human development, lesser would be the
number of social problems. However the scenario vastly
differs in the Indian context. India is a land of diversity, filled
with people belonging to varied religions, casts, race and
ethnic communities. According to the Ministry of Statistics
and Program Implementation Reports (2012), India has 3.1
million(31,74,420) non-profit organizations. However
many within the non-profit sector believe that the figure
could be much higher.

Additionally the ratio of other stakeholders in the community (Doctor: Person ratio) is much lesser compared
to that of the above. Ironically, India still continues to rank 130 on the UN Human Development Index.
Among other reasons, it could be stated that social organisations working in the field lack the resources and
support to sustain themselves in the field. Although resources are available there exists a gap in channelizing
them towards effective models creating social change. External support in the form of Corporate Social
Responsibility is widely available as it is well known that India is among the largest economies in the world and
witnesses the growth of new businesses and firms.

1 Doctor
1000
People

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as a concept is not new to companies and business firms in India;
however the Companies Act 2013 has determined guidelines and made it mandatory for firms to engage in
activities that contribute to the overall development of society. The inclusion of the CSR mandate under the
Companies Act, 2013 is an attempt to supplement the governments’ efforts of equitably delivering the benefits
of growth and to engage the Corporate World with the country’s development agenda.
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The idea for the organisation evolved in the course of an
MBA degree’s Business Plan and is the brain-child of 2
people (Alok and Prathmesh) the co-founders of RI who
serve as the ideological power banks and the driving force
of the organization. Initially one of the cofounders (Alok
Kadam) was working as a consultant for a Community
based organisation (CBO) and witnessed an array of
problems ranging from a lack of documentation of work,
absence of structure in terms of information systems, human
resources, and financial management. It was also observed
that organizations that had developed unique innovative
models had failed to sustain, replicate or expand the model
to create a greater reach mostly due to a lack of funds and
resources to remedy their situation.

Gathering from experience, it was realized that community
based organisations possessed a depth of expertise and
knowledge of issues existing at the grass root level, and were
either “victims or witnesesses”to the problems of their
communities. These organizations also possess the ‘Last
Mile Reach’. With this understanding from the field and an idea that was worth taking forward the co-founders
together developed ‘Renovate India’s business plan to undertake capacity building of community based
organisations in order to promote sustainability.

Our Story

Initial stages of the plan involved lots of groundwork to test the model, conduct need assessments and bring
CBO’s on board. This struggle consisted of countless meetings, networking and contact building, and
a continuous development and clarity on the concept behind RI.
Renovate India as an organization needed to sustain themselves so that they could work to attain their vision
and mission. This was when the plan to link with CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) initiatives by
Companies was developed. In August 2015, with the help of one reliable contact, RI gained a chance to
present their model before the Vice Chairman of United Phosphorous Limited (UPL), Ms. Sandra Rajnikant
Shroff, who was impressed with the model and referred it to UPL’s CSR Department. From then on RI had
enlisted their first CSR partner.
Starting with just 6 CBO’s and 1 CSR partner, Renovate India has now expanded its reach to 19 CBO’s and
the list goes on as the organisation is slowly but surely gaining visibility and credibility in the development
sector.
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Vision
Every social organization is sustainable, performing well and creating
social change.

Mission
Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Community based organizations.
Create a support system for Community based organization to achieve
their goals.

Vision & Mission

Values
Integrity
By definition, Integrity is the quality of being honest and having strong moral principles. It implies doing the right thing even when
no one is watching. This value sits at the very heart of the ideology and service provided by Renovate India. The team at RI always
make sure that they stand for truth and convey the same through their actions to the people associated with them.
Equality
At Renovate India it is believed and strongly advocated that everyone at our organisation and those associated with them are treated
equally, in keeping with the respect for each ones’ dignity and human rights. Every member of the team and all associated persons
are seen as resourceful skilled individuals and each one’s contribution is recognized and respected at RI.
Accountability
The meaning of this value imply an obligation on the part of the organisation to be committed and take responsibility for every
action performed. Each member practices this value by individually being dedicated to the work assigned and also displaying
ownership for the decisions taken within and on behalf of RI
Team work
This is one of Renovate India’s most valuable assets. Teamwork typically implies a process of people working well together, using
their individual skills and supporting each other by providing constructive feedback. This value is followed like a religion and is the
strength of Renovate India. Every practice, programme and decision taken is finalised only after the deliberation and consultation
of each member of the team. Not only internally, RI also practices this value with the beneficiaries involving them in the decision
making process and giving their expertise importance at every step.
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ODP

Organisation Development Programme

Renovate India initially provided need based support in a customised
way to the NGOs/ CBOs. Since established organisations have their
systems and processes defined and set, they need only a few services for
which they lack expertise or knowledge. RI planned and executed an
array of services tailored to the requirements of clients.

CDP

Community Development Programme

Community Development Program (CDP) is a flagship program of Renovate
India. Grassroots NGOs and Community Based Organizations (CBO) have
the Last Mile Reach and we believe that they are a Tool for Community
Development. We believe that development of Grassroots NGOs and

Our Services

CBOs has multiplier and long lasting effect on community. The CDP
Program has been designed and developed by carrying this vision. The
seven month’s association with organisations build the CBOs in their own
capacity by providing assistance and training in varied ways.

LDP

Learning & Development Programme

Grassroots NGOs and/or CBOs have been actively working at the
community level and have thorough knowledge about the community
and the problems faced by people. But there is a need to build their
capacities by increasing their knowledge of the global concepts applied
in the development sector in today’s world. Renovate India through its
Learning and Development Program has introduced the concept of
Glocal. For this a Practical Approach is followed where the organization
applies the concepts learnt into its day to day functioning.
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ODP

Organisation Development Program

Goal

To facilitate the process of organisation development by providing
need based services

Supplementing the flagship program, Renovate India also provides support in a customised way to the
NGOs/ CBOs. Since established organizations have their systems and processes defined and set, but need few
services for which they lack expertise or knowledge. These services include:
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Annual Report Writing
This service includes the drafting and presentation of an annual record of activities done by organizations.
The report also reflects transparency in functioning and accountability to stakeholders.

How it’s done @ RI

“As an organization we had Zero documentation, there was
a backlog of 3 years of information and work done.

Meetings conducted for data collection of

Although it was difficult for RI to retrieve such a large chunk
of information, it was done systematically and within a

the past 3 financial years

short period of time. On seeing the annual reports, we

On-site visits and interaction with the beneficiaries,

were pleasantly surprised at the amount of work that was

for acquiring qualitative and quantitative data

done in the past 3 years. We also gained more clarity in
our work and understood the importance of documenta-

Preparation of Report

tion.”

Modification in report

Mr. Panjabrao Gawai
(Parivartansheel Sanstha )

Final Submission of Report

Total No. of reports

09

Total No. of hours

241

Our Clients

Omkar Sanghatit Mahila
Balvikas Sanstha

CORO for
Literacy

Mast India

Parivartansheel
Sanstha
09

Samata Education
Foundation

Setting up of Information System
Data can make or break organizations. Hence it becomes essential to organize and manage the flow of
information from a variety of sources. Problems that filter out of poor or non-existent information systems are
inability to make data driven decisions, inability to evaluate and identify loopholes in intervention and rectify
them, reflecting in a further backlog of all other processes. Information systems if maintained well can depict the
strength and growth of organizations.
“As an organization we had Zero documentation, there was

How it’s done @ RI

a backlog of 3 years of information and work done.
Although it was difficult for RI to retrieve such a large chunk

Prepare Project Document

of information, it was done systematically and within a

Prepare logical framework

short period of time. On seeing the annual reports, we
were pleasantly surprised at the amount of work that was

Build a support system for the proposed information system

done in the past 3 years. We also gained more clarity in

Develop a Monitoring & Evaluation System (M&E)

our work and understood the importance of
documentation.”

Training of Staff

Mr. Panjabrao Gawai

Pilot Testing

(Parivartansheel Sanstha )

Follow up and Maintenance

Total No. of reports

01

Total No. of hours

230

Our Clients

OSCAR Foundation
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Research

It refers to a detailed systematic investigation in order to increase human knowledge. The CBO’s/ NGO’s develop
innovative models of work that are based on the needs of the community. However the lack of evidence based
research makes it difficult to replicate the model or even scale up to increase reach.

How it’s done @ RI

“As an organization we had Zero documentation, there was

Database Cleaning, field planning orientation,

a backlog of 3 years of information and work done.
Although it was difficult for RI to retrieve such a large chunk

Field logistic updating, Monitoring and Assessment

of information, it was done systematically and within a

Verify the list of respondents through several internal

short period of time. On seeing the annual reports, we

processes linked to data cleaning and collection

were pleasantly surprised at the amount of work that was

Develop a tool and conduct a Pilot study

done in the past 3 years. We also gained more clarity in
our work and understood the importance of documenta-

Data collection and checking

tion.”

Data entry and cleaning

Mr. Panjabrao Gawai
(Parivartansheel Sanstha )

Tabulation of findings with Analysis
Preparation and Presentation of Report

Total No. of reports

03

Total No. of hours

168

Our Clients
Omkar Sanghatit
Mahila Balvikas Sanstha
Surbhi Foundation

Savitri Mahila Mandal
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Progress Report Writing
This service includes the drafting and presentation of an annual record of activities done by organizations.
The report also reflects transparency in functioning and accountability to stakeholders.

How it’s done @ RI
Database Cleaning, field planning orientation,
Field logistic updating, Monitoring and Assessment
ronaaovaoT [MiDyaacaI TIma kaoNatohI kama caaMgalyaap`karo samajaUna Gaotat AaiNa naMtr

Verify the list of respondents through several internal

puNa- AByaasa k$na to puNa-%vaalaa naotat. saaiva~aI maihlaa maMDLacyaa mau#ya

processes linked to data cleaning and collection

saMklpnaolaa Qa@ka na paohcavata ivaYayaacaI maaoja@yaa Sabdat AaiNa pirNaamakark

Develop a tool and conduct a Pilot study

maaMDNaI krtat. saacaobadQa maaMDNaI ha %yaaMcyaa kamaacaa AivaBaajya AMga Aaho.
- maumataja SaoK

Data collection and checking
Data entry and cleaning
Tabulation of findings with Analysis
Preparation and Presentation of Report

Total No. of reports

03

Total No. of hours

168

Our Clients

Lok Seva
Sangam

CORO for
Literacy
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Documentary Making

The workshop addressed the main issue of fund raising faced by almost all CBOs and NGOs in today’s competitive world.
The CSR- CBO linkage model of Renovate India could be one of the solutions to these problems, where the enterprise is providing
onsite support to CBOs in terms of annual report writing, financial management, human resource management, operations
management and marketing & promotion.
The workshop received a huge support of approximately 50 participants from 42 organizations. Organizations like Chetana Foun-

dation, Triratna Prerna Mandal, KhulaAasman, Pheonix Foundation, FORCE etc. were present for the workshop.
Renovate
India took on the responsibility of filming a Documentary for one of the CBO’s – Mahila Mandal
Federation an associated organization of Community of Resource Organizations (CORO) based in Mumbai.

This campaign was to encourage those facing domestic violence to break the silence and speak out against
the victimization caused by domestic violence.
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CDP

Commnity Development Programmme

Goal
Help CBO’s achieve a benchmark of completeness in terms of documentation and
achieve regulatory sustainability.

This intervention process contains of continuous and systematic inputs and hand-holding for
a period of 7 months.

Backlog typically refers to an accumulation of uncompleted work or matters needing to be dealt with. Many organizations contribute
a lot of time and effort into their work, they are passionate about their cause, however in order to achieve long term growth, they
need to adopt systems that will help increase their efficiency. This was RI’s idea behind introducing Backlog Clearance in CDP which
is further categorized as it is a detailed process, mentioned as below;
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SWOC Analysis
SWOC analysis refers to the analysis of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges. This service
offers organizations an in-depth view into the entire functioning and work done by them. It’s a comprehensive
analysis and evaluation of services.It helps to identify the external and internal factors that play a part in
whether the intervention or project can reach its objectives.

“Through the SWOC analysis, we were able to identify the

How it’s done @ RI

weaknesses in our work. We realised that although we had
been working for 15 years in the same field, there has been

Workshop/Sessions are conducted with members of

little or no progress. But once we were able to identify our
weaknesses, be it lack of documentation or improper

the CBO’s

delegation of work, we were able to take strategic

One to one meetings are done to gain a clear

decisions to overcome these weaknesses and move

understanding as well as provide customized input

forward.”
Ms. Sunita Bavekar

In-depth investigation into the functioning of CBO

On sites - visits
12

(Triratna Prerana Mandal)

Total no. of hours

Session
+

=

01

164

What we anticipate will happen...
1.Increased understanding of SWOC
2.Increased confidence for necessary decision making

06

Reports
Formulated
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Collaborations to facilitate CDP

UNITED PHOSPHORUS LIMITED

REN VATE

United Phosphorous Limited (UPL) is a global company working on crop protection solutions. The Company is engaged in
the business of agrochemicals, industrial chemicals, chemical intermediates and specialty chemicals. The CSR initiatives of this
enormous company highlights various aspects of community development, one of which focuses on capacity building of
communities to make them self-reliant and also developing partnerships with stake holders.
UPL’s ‘UNNATI’- a project focusing on Capacity Building’ has played a key role in the support of the 6 CBO’s chosen under
CDP through the facilitation of intervention by Renovate India.
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LDP

Learning and Development Programmme

Junior Overseer Training
Grassroots NGOs and/or CBOs have been actively working at the community
level and have thorough knowledge about the community and the problems
faced by people. But there is a need to build their capacities by increasing their
knowledge of the global concepts applied in the development sector in today’s
world. Renovate India through its Learning and Development Program has introduced the concept of Glocal. For this a Practical Approach is followed where the
organization applies the concepts learnt into its day to day functioning.
A session on Reporting and Presentation skills was conducted. The importance of maintaining quarterly and half yearly records was
explained. The session was interactive and junior overseers from various wards shared their experiences regarding benefits of
reports. Record keeping is not enough, one should go beyond the call of duty and review the reports periodically and take data
driven decisions. The importance and use of the logical framework which consist of output, outcome and impact was also
explained.

7 Days

“Junior Overseer Training”
organized by
Solid waste management department
of Municipal Corporation of Greater
Mumbai
15th March - 23rd March 2016
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24
Wards

498

Junior
Overseers
from all over
Mumbai

Fund Raising Strategies for CBO’s & NGO’s
The workshop addressed the main issue of fund raising faced by almost all CBOs and NGOs in today’s competitive world.
The CSR- CBO linkage model of Renovate India could be one of the solutions to these problems, where the enterprise is providing
onsite support to CBOs in terms of annual report writing, financial management, human resource management, operations
management and marketing & promotion.
The workshop received a huge support of 65 participants from 42 organizations. Organizations like Chetana Foundation,
Triratna Prerna Mandal, Khula Aasman, Pheonix Foundation, FORCE etc. were present for the workshop.

65
Participants

Workshop on

42
Organizations

“Fund Raising Strategies
for CBO’s & NGO’s”
Organized by
SUMBON (a US based Social Enterprise)
& RENOVATE INDIA
On 30th March 2016
9
Sectors
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5
Districts

Conference/Training Room for NGOs & CBOs
We are happy to inform you that, Renovate India has started conference cum training room facility for
CBOs and NGOs at subsidized rate.
Salient features of Conference/Training room
Seating capacity of 18 persons(comfortably)
Audio-Visual facility
Fully air-condition
High-Speed internet access with Wi-Fi connectivity
Dedicated support team
Book by the day, half day

7 Minute Walking Distance

from Tilak Nagar (E)

TILAK NAGAR

Note: This facility is only for people working in the Social sector.

Whatsapp HELPLINE
9861303210
Renovate India’s newest contribution to the social sector is ‘a helpline related to capacity Building.
Salient Features of the Helpline
It is absolutely FREE!
Clients can ask any question related to management of their organization through the
medium of Whatsapp
Team Renovate India will provide a suitable answer within ’24 hours’
One question can be asked per day!

Contact: Mob.: 9867303210 | Website: www.renovateindia.co
Add: Padmanab, 50/D, Kurla Kamgar CHS Ltd., Nandikeshwar Temple Lane, Behind Vardhaman Villa,
Kamgar Nagar, Kurla (East).
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Research and Development

A study was conducted on the challenges faced by CBOs in managing their organisations in Maharashtra.

- Type of Study: Descriptive (Quantitative & Qualitative)
- Sample size: 23 NGO’s from 8 districts in Maharashtra
- Sample Unit: CBO’s registered under society Registration Act or Trust Act, working for more than
3 years, working on local community issues
- Objectives:
1.To study the challenges faced by CBO’s in managing the organization in Maharashtra
2.To suggest possible recommendations to the CBO

Major findings:
1. They lack clarity of vision and mission, because of lack of skilled

Number of CBOs

human power.

9%

2. The information systems are not developed it is difficult to measure the

4%

impact andalso to evaluate the activities.

5%

5%

4%

3. They also lack financial management which does not help them keep
the record of the transactions taken place or get the financial audit

4%
4%

done which further results in non-availability of funds.
4. Lack of networking and writing skills (for project proposals mainly)
does not allow them to gather funds from mainly the corporate sector.
5. Considering all the above challenges which CBOs face. They need
handholding support and there is a readiness from their part to avail
such services at customized price.
6. The services required by them are mainly activity / annual reports,
project proposals,Human resource management and setting up
information systems.
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65%

Beed

Sindhudurg

Gadchiroli

Thane

Mumbai

Umorga

Satara

Usmanabad

Participation in National and International Programmes

RI participated in the UnLtd India's Incubation Support Program held in June 2015. They were
able to present their business model at the Final Selection Panel.
This experience enabled Renovate India to gain exposure and access a platform to express their
ideas and also to learn from other organizations presenting at the competition.
An added advantage was that it increased the confidence of those working for RI and rekindled
the belief and passion with which the organization was first started.

Presentation of the Business Model of RI @
“Young Social Entrepreneurs Programme
2016”
Organized by
Singapore International Foundation (SIF)
16th – 19th of March, 2016
Singapore

This year YSE received 258 applications, out of which only 52 were selected. Renovate India was one of the 52 teams.
The programme was for 4 days, from 16h March to 19th March.
The first 3 days consisted of training from renowned speakers working in well-established organizations like McKinsey &
Co., Changebug, Uber and Ashoka Foundation. These trainers provided valuable insights regarding the process from the
Ideation stage to its monitoring and evaluation.
The training programmes were interactive and included different modes of learning through
- Mixed group discussions
- Cases to analyse
- Visits to various organisations
- On the 4th day the teams were allotted Mentors to help prepare presentation and its pitch, judges’ expectation etc.
This was RI’s first International experience and it was enriching for the team in many ways. The exposure they received from
various social organizations working in different parts of the world enabled them to understand that the social problems
are common to every country in the world; however interventions differ depending on the context, social situations and
many other factors.
It was a great learning experience and an inspiring push for the entire team
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JOURNEY

REN VATE

OF

Need assessment survey for
product development.

March 2015

Renovate India got registered as
social enterprise.

April 2015

Successfully completed 3 rounds of Unlimited
India, unfortunately rejected in final round.

May 2015

Started working with CBO’s as
individual client.

June2015
Got opportunity to work with CORO to present
their journey of 25 years through museum
Maharashtra CM Shri Devendra Fandnavis
visitied the museum.

September 2015

Launced community develpment
programme under which RI took 6 CBOs.
The model was funded by UPL.

November 2015
Renovate India set up it’s office at M-ward
(Chembur) with an aim to cater to the needs
of CBO’s working in currently the most
vulnerable ward in Mumbai.

December 2015
Renovate India launched another
product called setting up of
information system under organisation
development programme and started working
with OSCAR Foundation

February 2016
Renovate India got selected in the competition
organized by Singapore International
Foundation.

March 2016
Renovate India conducted training
on Reporting and Presentation skills for 494
junior overseers (MCGM) from various wards
of Mumbai.

March 2016
Renovate India organised workshop on “Fund
raising strategies for CBOs & NGOs” 65
participants from 42 organisations
participated.

March 2016
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The RI team is a mix of creative and strategic thinkers who bring passion,
experience, varied skills, knowledge and fun to every project that is taken on.
We possess the ability and skill to handle projects, both, big and small and
take pride in our professional attitude towards providing the most effective
end to all our projects. Meet the team below

Our Team

PRATHMESH RAORANE
Co-founder

ALOK KADAM
Co-founder

SNEHAL KULKARNI
Senior Assistant Manager (CDP)

Qualification:

Qualification:

Qualification:

MSW, MBA (Social Entrepreneurship)

MSW, MBA (Social Entrepreneurship)

MSW, MBA (Social Entrepreneurship)

Expertise:

Expertise:

Expertise:

Strategic planning,

Relationship building, Foucsed

Communication Strategies,

execution & designing

mentoring & Business development

Team work

Hobbies:

Hobbies:

Hobbies:

Trekking, theatre, art and traveling

Trekking, theatre, art and traveling.

Traveling, watching movies and
hanging out with friends.

YOGITA DALVI
Executive (Monitoring & Evaluation)

ABOLI SMART
Assistant Manager (ODP)

RAHUL MOBHARKAR
Office Assistant

Qualification:

Qualification:

MSW, MBA (Social Entrepreneurship)

BA (Economics& Geography)

Qualification:

Expertise:

Expertise:

Bachelor in Electronics &T

Content development, relationship

Tool creation, Microsoft Excel,

elecommunication

management

Information systems, administrative

Expertise:

Hobbies:

tasks

Accounting and administrative tasks

Dubbing/ Voiceovers, listening to music

Hobbies:

Hobbies:

and meeting new people.

Playing kabbadi, applying mehendi,

Exploring various apps and games on

rangoli, and hanging out with friends.

the mobile phone, watching cartoons,
hanging out with friends.

Qualification:
MSW, B.Ed. Spl. Ed
Expertise:
Content development, and designing.
Hobbies:
Doodling, art and craft, dancing and
AMANDA AUGUSTINE
Consultant

listening to music
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Our Associates

Financial Management
Innovar Accounts is a one stop solution to all NGO’s those are facing various
challenges to develop their own financial system for effective organizational
management. Fulfillment of statutory requirements and better mobilization of
fundingfor the organization so they can focus on their core mission and objectives.

Advertising and Promotions
Ankur Jadhav is a commercial and street photographer and documentary
short-film maker based in Mumbai, India. He has been working closely with
Renovate India since its inception to produce promotional multimedia content for
various NGO’s.

Creative Design
Mr. Prashant Sawant has been associated with RI since its inception and has been
helping us for designing and developing promotion and marketing tools. He is a
commerce graduate and a qualified graphic designer.
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Special Thanks!
Dr. Meena Galliara

UnLtd India

Ms. Nirmala Mehendale

Singapore International Foundation (SIF)

Ms. Sujata Khandekar

Wayne Capital

Mr. Vilas Sarmalkar

United Phosphorous Limited (UPL)

Mr. Chandrakant Tambe

Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai
(MCGM)

Mr. & Mrs. Ajgekar

Mr. & Mrs. Ajgekar
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50/D, Padmanabh, Ground floor, Kurla Kamgar Nagar CHS ltd.,
Kamgar Nagar-Kurla East, Mumbai - 400024
www.renovateindia.co

